In response to a Freedom of Information Act request, on February 9, 2012, I received a CD from the FBI which contained 14 photos of Bruce Ivins' office in Building 1425 at Ft. Detrick. This is my analysis of those 14 photos. The photographs were apparently all taken on the night of July 12-13, 2008, three days after Ivins had made threats during a group therapy session, claiming he planned to kill his co-workers.

The photo above shows the door into Room #19 in Building 1425, which Bruce Ivins used as his office along with two of his subordinates.

The plate identifying office #19 shows redacting by the FBI to cover information about who shared the office with Dr. Ivins in July of 2008.

The photo above is a reverse view of the corridor outside Ivins’ office. The door at the corner is the entrance to the Animal Resources Division corridor. It requires a key card to open. The keycard reader is visible in the corner. There appears to be a window in the far wall allowing a view into room B106 of Bacteriology Suite B1.
As can be seen in the floor plan of Building 1425's staff area, to get from his office to his lab in Bacteriology Suite B3, Ivins would likely walk up the corridor between the staff area and Suite B1 to the Bacteriology corridor. There was another key card reader there to open the door and allow entrance to that corridor.

Office #19 is approximately 10 feet wide by 15 feet in length.

The other photographs of the interior of the office begin with views looking back toward the open door. The first assistant's desk is shown between the door and the FAX machine. The second assistant's desk is against the wall that has the door. The photos then proceed to show views in a clockwise manner around the room.
Photo #4 - Assistant's Desk 1

The edge of the door to the office across the hall can be seen in Photo #4.

Note that both assistants had their computers atop the cabinets above their desks. Assistant 1’s computer monitor is apparently behind the FAX machine, since the keyboard and mouse can be seen in front of it. Assistant 2’s computer monitor is clearly visible behind the package on the desk, the keyboard and mouse nearby.

Photo #6 is from a few steps further away from the door and shows the edge of the group of filing cabinets and shelves that have been placed against the center of that wall. It appears to consist of identical filing cabinets placed back to back, and then a set of bookshelves placed against the cabinet ends.
Photos #8 and #9 are mainly of the desk that seems to have been unoccupied, but could have been used by a third assistant.

Photo #8 shows trash on the desk that is also seen at the edge of photo #7. The clock on the wall says 6:30 in photo #8 and roughly 1:05 in photo #9. The room was being searched at about the same time as it was being photographed. The trash is evidently from the trash basket visible at the bottom of photo #6 and partially hidden by a chair in the bottom left corner of photo #7.

Bruce Ivins' desk is L-shaped, and he seems to have used both parts. The picture just above his computer monitor is of a kitten, and there are a couple stuffed animals (apparently rats) on a shelf. A larger version of a small section of photo #10 can be seen on the next page below.
The stuffed animals appear to have been moved by either the photographer or by the agents searching the office, since they are not in the same position in all photos. The string of beads next to the cat photo seems to be connected to other furry objects.

One of the two detail shots provided by the FBI is the photo above showing Dr. Ivins' ZIP disk organizer. The other (photo #14, not shown) is a shot of Ivins' computer, which sat on the floor next to Ivins' desk. The ZIP drive sat atop the computer.

Taped to cabinets above Ivins' desk (to the right of the string of beads) and above the desk of Assistant #1 are instructions on what to do if someone suffers cardiac arrest.

The greeting card taped to the cabinet over Ivins' desk says "Happy Holidays" and seems to show a modern woman holding a child. It's noteworthy that the pictures of Ivins' office were taken in July, yet he still had a card from the Christmas season.